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Visit a mystical and exotic world where all your questions, big or small, complex or simple, are

answered with the utmost love, honestly, and clarity. Enjoy 80 beautiful and sublime Tarot cards

(including 2 extra Wild cards) depicting mythical and legendary creatures as they guide you to a

place where all problems are left far behind and faith and positive energy in life are restored. Playful,

serious, and friendly, these childlike creatures will aid and entice you to discover the answers you

have been seeking through diverse messages found in the comprehensive companion guide, which

is simple to understand and learn. Explore your intuition and endless possibilities for solutions to

quandaries within your life. Don t shy away from these beautiful creatures; come into their world and

lose yourself within their authenticity. Features 10 Tarot layouts. Foreword by renowned Tarot

author, Barbara Moore.
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J.r. Rivera is an empath and Tarot card reader who owns a wide and diverse collection of both

domestic and foreign Tarot and oracle decks. Jasmine Becket-Griffith is a renowned illustrator

whose artwork has been displayed throughout the world, as well as media outlets.

I really love this card deck and first off I would like to thank the creator of this card deck for putting in

the booklet 10 different spreads.The problem is I don't always have the time to sit and do the many

spreads that are offered in the booklet it's nice to know I have many options spread wise.The way

the cards are worded can be confusing at times,and the definition in the book can be overwelming



but other then that I still like them.It has the typical character look that you see in most of Jasmine

Becket-Griffith card which is mostly a little girl with big eyes pouty look which I love decks and it

seems like a combination of cards from the various card decks she has which is also nice.I also like

that their is astrology cards and earth,water,air and fire cards as well and also includes to extra

cards as well.Also it comes in a nice strong box and the card stock seems strong as well,so this

card deck I will have for a very long time in great condition.I like the fact that these cards are

considered more tarot then oracle cards as well.So if you like tarot and like Jasmine-Becket Griffith

this is the card deck to get.

From the moment I opened the box, this deck became one of my favorites. And I have about 50

decks of oracle and Tarot cards! It gave me an extremely accurate reading. (It brought up issues I

wasn't even consciously aware of) And the cards are beyond beautiful. I loved the guidebook, and I

liked the fact that it didn't follow the normal tarot with the court cards. I have other tarot decks, so if I

want a traditional court card, I can go to them. I also like the two bonus cards. It helps shake my

readings up a bit. Anyway, I can't wait to work with these cards going forward. I could feel the

energy from them as soon as they arrived.

I love Mrs. Jasmine Beckett-Griffith's work and I was so excited when this deck came out! Her work

has always spoken to me in the way that's required when using a Tarot or Oracle deck. The

connection between author and artist, deck, and user is prominent and identifiable, the work is

beautiful, and the energy of the deck as refreshing and wonderful as any well-thought and

put-together deck. I am very pleased with this deck and will cherish it forever.

So, I can't compliment this set enough. It's well packaged, the box is beautiful and well set up, and

the artwork is both unique and breathtaking. Not to mention the cards themselves are extremely

unique in the way they are named. This deck also connects with me VERY well... Kudos!Oh and

another thing! I got this the day after I ordered it. :) So great shipping time!

I have been learning and getting use to them and they are great if anyone working with cards

always needs time to understand the way each decade is created and able to see yourself in these

stories or someone else if you like telling stories this is it but different it can become a deja vu .

Beautiful artistry and simple to understand for beginners. Love the extra card meanings. I do wish



the cards had their own smaller box though. I did not like the way they fit in big box. However I do

love the quality of box I did not like the inserts at all. Hope this can be improved with other sets. My

suggestion would be solid inserts OR individual box for cards.

It's beautiful and I hope it will have been worth the wait. I've not broken in this deck yet so I really

can't say much about Riveras interpretation of the tarot but I am a Jasmin art fan.I will say that the

beautiful box with magnetic closure is lovely and functional. I look forward to falling in love with this

deck and author.

If you enjoy reading tarot, you will love these cards. They have the wonderful artwork of Jasmine

Becket-Griffith who I absolutely adore. They do not follow the traditional Rider Waite Tarot Deck, so

they do take a bit to get used to, but her book explains it beautifully :)
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